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It is reasonable to assume that the circumference of PS2 and SPS are multiples of the distance 
between bunches (hPS2 is an integer)
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2.5 9240 8x3x5x7x11 
5 4620 4x3x5x7x11 
10 2310 2x3x5x7x11 
12.5 3080 8x3x7x11 
15 1540 4x5x7x11 
25 924 4x3x7x11 
50 462 2x3x7x11 
75 308 4x7x11 
 
 the largest common divider for all these values of hSPS is 154=2x7x11. 
Possible ratios of circumferences are then: 
 
CSPS/CPS2   hPS2   
(75 ns) 
hPS2   
(50 ns) 
Comment
154/14 11 11 4x7 2x3x7 PS size 
154/22 7 7 4x11 2x3x11  
154/28 11/2 5.5 8x7 4x3x7 2 x PS 
154/30 77/15 5.1333.. 4x3x5 2x9x5  
154/31  4.9677.. 2x31 3x31  
154/32 77/16 4.8125 64 32x3  
154/33 14/3 4.6666.. 2x3x11 9x11  
154/34 77/17 4.5294.. 4x17 2x3x17  
154/35 22/5 4.4 2x5x7 3x5x7  
154/36 77/18 4.2777.. 8x9 4x27  
154/37  4.1621.. 2x37 3x37  
154/38 77/19 4.0526 4x19 2x3x19  
154/39  3.9487.. 2x39 3x39  
 Second case 
 





2.5 9240 8x3x5x7x11 
5 4620 4x3x5x7x11 
10 2310 2x3x5x7x11 
12.5 3080 8x3x7x11 
25 924 4x3x7x11 
50 462 2x3x7x11 
 
 the largest common divider for all these values of hSPS is 462=2x3x7x11. 
Possible ratios of circumferences are then: 
 
CSPS/CPS2   hPS2   
(50 ns) 
Comment 
462/42 11 11 2x3x7 PS size 
462/66 7 7 2x3x11  
462/84 11/2 5.5 4x3x7 2 x PS 
462/88 21/4 5.25 8x11 Only additional 
interesting possibility 
462/89  5.1910.. 89  
462/90 77/15 5.1333.. 2x9x5  
492/91  5.0769.. 7x13  
462/92 231/46 5.0217.. 4x23  
462/93 154/31 4.9677.. 3x31  
462/94 231/47 4.9148.. 2x47  
462/95  4.8631.. 5x19  
462/96 77/16 4.8125 32x3  
462/97  4.7628.. 97  
462/98 33/7 4.7142.. 2x49  
462/99 14/3 4.6666.. 9x11  
462/100 231/50 4.62 4x25  
462/101  4.5742.. 101  
462/102 77/17 4.5294.. 2x3x17  
462/103  4.4854.. 103  
462/104 231/52 4.4423.. 8x13  
462/105 22/5 4.4 3x5x7  
462/106 231/53 4.3589.. 2x53  
462/107  4.3177.. 107  
462/108 77/18 4.2777.. 4x27  
462/109  4.2385.. 109  




- Not very interesting to eliminate bunch spacings of 15 and 75 ns. 
- Interest of hPS2 which are multiple of 2, 3 and possibly 4 because it allows 
getting the proper spacing by splittings. 
 
 
=> the most attractive circumference ratios in the vicinity of 5 are 11/2, 77/15 
and 77/16. For a slightly larger size, 77/17 and 77/18 are also possible. 
 
 The specificity of a ratio like 77/15 (resp. 77/16) is that it takes 15 (resp. 16) 
SPS turns to re-establish the same phasing between PS2 and SPS (the “fiducial 
frequency” is fREV(SPS)/15 or 16). It shouldn’t be a problem for the RF nor for the 
kicker, although it complicates slightly the synchronization process. 
